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Category:English-language education in India Category:Lists of booksGoogle has been named a third party witness in a new lawsuit filed against the federal government, a sign that the company is getting ready to ramp up its opposition to U.S. government demands for data about user searches. The suit, filed by Chicago law firm Sidley Austin on behalf of Google users in Virginia and elsewhere, asks the courts to put a hold on the government’s
request for Google to turn over the search histories of users, reports Bloomberg. “Failure to issue a stay will force Google to choose between complying with the court’s order and suffering immediate and irreparable injury and risking its reputation and legal exposure for breaching the confidentiality of its millions of customers,” lawyers for the users wrote in the complaint, referring to the entity that receives Google search history data. The

lawsuit, filed on June 20, continues an increasing trend of tech companies resisting government demands to hand over data about users – even when that data is stored on devices not controlled by the companies themselves. “We have a strong belief that the government is asking us to do something that would be unprecedented,” Google general counsel Kent Walker told Bloomberg, saying that he “probably” wouldn’t “entirely reject” the case.
The Department of Justice, which is handling the case, has not responded to a request for comment. The suit follows similar actions against Facebook and Twitter. The DOJ and FBI have been investigating Russian interference in the 2016 election and other political activities, which could require a search for evidence of past criminal activity. In particular, the agencies are looking at people who may have broken United States election laws in
the lead up to the election, and have requested the data of third party websites to find the information. In March, Facebook sued the government to block a subpoena request for the unencrypted messages and photos of its users. In April, Facebook executives said that the company had nothing to hide and thought it was an important part of the US government’s investigation into Russian interference in the election. Twitter became an object of

investigation shortly after the election for its alleged role in distributing Russian propaganda, when an executive at the company announced that Russian individuals and entities had sent more than 10,000 tweets to the account of Donald Trump’s presidential campaign. The tweets directed users to Breitbart stories and other far-right articles. Facebook 3da54e8ca3
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